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ABSTRACT
Structured Data extraction from deep Web pages is a challenging task due to the underlying complex structures of such pages. Also website developer generally follows different web page design technique. Data extraction from webpage is highly useful to build our own database from number applications. A large number of techniques have been proposed to address this problem, but all of them have inherent limitations because they present different limitations and constraints for extracting data from such webpages. This paper presents two different approaches to get structured data extraction. The first approach is non-generic solution which is based on template detection using intersection of Document Object Model Tree of various webpages from the same website. This approach is giving better result in terms of efficiency and accurately locating the main data at the particular webpage. The second approach is based on partial tree alignment mechanism based on using important visual features such as length, size, and position of web table available on the webpages. This approach is a generic solution as it does not depend on one particular website and its webpage template. It is perfectly locating the multiple data regions, data records and data items within a given web page. We have compared our work’s result with existing mechanism and found our result much better for number webpage.
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I. Introduction
The web contains the large amount of structured data and served as a good interface for databases over the Internet. A large amount of web content is generated from web databases in response to the user queries. Often the retrieved information which is a user query results are enwrapped in a dynamically generated web page in the form of data records. Such special web pages are generated dynamically and are hard to index by traditional crawler-based search engines, such as Google and Yahoo.

The data records and data items which are available on these deep web pages need to be convert in machine processable form. This machine processable data is required in many post data processing applications such as opinion mining, deep web crawling, meta-searching. And hence the structured data needs to be extracted efficiently considering the enormous amount data available on internet which is very rapidly growing day by day. Templates of the deep web pages are generally similar and spread over the other web pages of the same website.

Many works can be found in the literature for deep web structured data extraction and mostly they are relying on the web page segmentation either visual clues segmentation or DOM tree based web page segmentation. But in all such techniques it is observed that they require much machine time to process the single web page as it is web browser dependent for gathering necessary visual information for the various objects displayed on the web page. World Wide Web has millions searchable information sources. The retrieved information is enwrapped in web pages in the form of data records. These special Web pages are generated dynamically and are hard to index by traditional crawler-based search engines, such as Google and Yahoo.
Figure 1 shows such deep web pages from www.yahoo.com. In this example figure we can see that the actual interesting information contained within the page occupies only 1/3 of the entire web page while other information which are generally treated as unwanted information or simple “noise” information occupies rest of the web page i.e about 2/3 of web page space. This noise information generally possesses advertisement of product, navigation link, hyperlink, contact information, web page menu bar and items, links to other web pages of the web sites etc. These types of noisy information are very harmful for the data extraction process. They generally hamper the efficiency of web data extraction algorithm employed because algorithm needs to be processed this information also. So actual efficiency of algorithm cannot be achieved and if we are trying to process very large numbers of web pages for data extraction, noisy information consume too much of the processing time.

This webpage contains information regarding books which are presented in the form of data records and each data record has some data items such as author, title etc. To make the data records and data items in them machine processable, which is needed in many applications such as deep Web crawling and meta searching, the structured data need to be extracted from the deep Web pages. Extraction of web data is a critical task this data can be very useful in various scientific tools and in a wide range of application domains.

II. Literature Review

Many works has been carried out for the data extraction from the deep web pages. The basis for categorizing them are generally based how much amount of human efforts and interference required for data extraction process. These categories are as follows:

A. Supervised Approach

The idea present in paper [5] is one such approach where a manual intervention is required during data extraction from deep web pages. Other system is MINERVA which is again utilizes the same mechanism for this problem

B. Semi-Supervised Approach

Paper [6] and paper [7] has built up the system for data extraction and they are employing the semi-supervised approach for it. At some of data extraction process the user intervention is required specially during actual data population to the local database while rest of the part extraction process is automatic.
C. Unsupervised Approach
This is a novel approach for web data extraction. Now a day all the research focus in this area is diverted on this kind of mechanism. [1] gives such a kind of idea which is based on visual features. But it also has severe limitation as it does not mine the data from multiple data regions. Also the process given for the data extraction is very much complex as multiple visual are needs to be examined.

III. Data Extraction Based On Dom Intersection Method
This section presents a novel approach for website template detection based on intersection of document object model (DOM) tree of a test page with the another web page from the same website. The result of this mechanism is stored in a table which has common nodes in the DOM tree. Then for the next web page processing, the node information from this table is applied on the incoming web page’s DOM tree instead of DOM tree processing for that web page. The table information then can be very much useful for forming the rules for automatic data extraction i.e for automatic wrapper generation method.

A. The Proposed Framework
Our website template detection method is based on the webpage DOM tree intersection concept. Here we consider the most common intersection node information of the two web pages from the same website.
Whenever any new web page is available, it passes though the four steps:
  1) DOM Tree building
  2) Template Detection
  3) Template Intersection
  4) Wrapper Table Generation.
For the next web page from the same website only steps 1 and 3 are required. Wrapper table will get updated automatically whenever there is a change in DOM tree of the both web pages. Here the changes in the DOM tree of first web pages is learn. The step 4 is essential for wrapper generation.

B. Document Object Model Tree Building
This is the first step towards actual data extraction. Here we build a DOM tree or tag tree of a HTML web page.
- Most HTML tags works in pairs. The nesting of the tag-pair can be possible to have the parent child relationship among other nodes of the tree.
- The DOM tree is build up from the HTML code of a web page.
The DOM tree node presents the pair of tags and each pair of tags can be nested within which children node may be available.

C. Template Detection
The web page templates are just fragments of the HTML code included in the collection of HTML documents. Automatic generation of templates is generally done and they are replicated to other web page development. This ensures uniformity and speedy development of the web site. For this purpose, we are using simple tree matching algorithm which is given below:

Algorithm: SimpleTreeMatching(A, B)

Input: DOM Tree A and B
1. If the roots of the two trees A and B contain distinct symbols then return 0.
2. Else m = the number of first-level subtrees of A;
   n = the number of first-level subtrees of B;
   Initialization
   M[i,0] = 0 for i = 0, . . ., m;
   M[0,j] = 0 for j = 0, . . ., n;
3. For i = 1 to m do
   For j = 1 to n do
5.   M[i,j] = max(M[i,j-1],M[i-1,j],M[i-1,j-1]+W(i,j))
   where W(i,j) = SimpleTreeMatching(Ai,Bj)
6. Return (M(m,n)+1)

The working of the Simple Tree matching algorithm is illustrated by means the figure 2. It takes two labels ordered rooted tree and map the nodes in each tree. At a glance, a generalized mapping can be possible between same nodes among the two different trees. Replacements of nodes are also allowed, e.g., node C in tree A and node G in tree B. Simple Tree Matching algorithm is top-down algorithm and it evaluated the similarity between two trees by producing the maximum matching.
D. Template Intersection
The template intersection phase is applied when there is new DOM tree appears for the processing. This phase simply eliminates non-matching nodes of first tree with another one and hence here we get the appropriate template of that deep web page. This allows the extraction of main content from the deep web page at later stage.

E. Wrapper Table Generation
The wrapper table gives the information about which nodes are common in both trees. The first column presents the tree, e.g., T1 and T2 and further columns presents the node tag. As shown in figure 1, tree T1 has nodes R, A, C, D, and E. So in the wrapper table numeric number 1 will be marked in T1 row which presents that these nodes are the part of tree T1. Such kind of processing is done for all appearing tree. The wrapper table is very for automatic data extraction from other pages of the website. We can form wrapper rules from this table.

IV. Data Extraction Based On Dom Tree Parsing & Visual Features
This is our second approach which is a generic solution for extracting main structured data from deep webpages. This uses DOM Tree parsing process and some visual features of the table such area, size and location.

This approach uses HTML Agility Pack parser to process the DOM tree. This parser parses the document in the form of DOM tree. DOM tree is used to traverse the web document by using XPath method this method is traverse the web document in two ways i.e. from root node to leaf node and vice versa. The following figure 3 shows the proposed system. This shows how to extract the main data from deep web pages and how we take query from user and what is the use of HTML Agility Pack for parsing the document. It shows the extracted data is stored in database and it displays the extracted data on the user’s window.

As we know the web page is consists of group of blocks means each block has specific height and specific width. To get the main data which is available in the page we have find out area of each block which web page has and the find the largest block from the page that has the main data which we required to extract. Here we used algorithm to calculate the largest block. This algorithm is applied on the DOM tree and it searches for the largest table on the web page by comparing all the tables of the same web page. This is iterative procedure and once the largest table is found, it is send to the local database.
Algorithm: Find the largest block of web page

1. Get the width of each block
2. Get the height of each block
3. Calculate the Area of each block
4. MAXArea = 0
5. Area = Height * Width
6. Repeat step 6 compare MAXArea< Area
7. then MAXArea= Area
8. goto step 5
9. Displays the contains of MAXArea

End.

The Deep web is normally defined as the content on the Web not accessible through a search on general search engines. This content is sometimes also considered to as the hidden or invisible web to extract. The Web is a complex that contains information from a variety of sources and includes an evolving mix of different file types and media files. It is much more than static, self-contained Web pages. Above algorithm we calculate the area for each execution and find the largest block from the web document. Suppose we execute this query for static web page sometimes it does not work because static page might have or not block wise allocation of the web page but it works for dynamic web page properly means for deep web page.

V. Experimental Setup and Result Comparisons


Our first approach based on the template detection of DOM intersection of various web pages from same website, for this we have used multiple webpages of the same website and try to extract the data from it.

The second approach is having better result as it present the generic solution. The detail experimental setup of this approach is given as below.

A. System Requirement

The experimental results of our proposed method for vision-based deep web data extraction for deep web document are presented in this section. The proposed approach has been implemented in VB.NET. It usually ships in two types, either by itself or as part of Microsoft Visual Studio .NET. To use the lessons on this site, you must have installed either Microsoft Visual Basic .NET 2003 or Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003. All instructions on this site will be based on an installation of Microsoft Visual Studio .NET. From now on, unless specified otherwise, we will use the expressions “Microsoft Visual Basic” or “Visual Basic” to refer to Microsoft Visual Basic .NET 2003. Memory requirement is minimum 1GB. If we want to refer to another version, we will state it.

WAMP Server for the execution of MY-SQL, HTML AGILITY PACK. It is an open source technology so it easily available and free of cost. It is used for parsing web document in DOM. The Html Agility Pack is a free, open-source library that parses an HTML document and constructs a Document Object Model (DOM) that can be traversed manually or by using XPath expressions. (To use the Html Agility Pack you must be using ASP.NET version 3.5 or later.) In a nutshell, the Html Agility Pack makes it easy to examine an HTML document for particular content, and to extract or modify that markup. Wamp Server is a Windows web development environment. It allows you to create web applications with Apache2, PHP and a MySQL database. These pages are used in proposed method for removing the different noise of deep web page. The removal of noise blocks and extracting of useful content chunks are explained in this section.

B. User Window

In this system use plays very important because user request for data extraction and the data is available anywhere in the centralized database. Then user enters URL and then presses the button extract clues, and then the data is extracted as per requirement of user. For process execution following procedure is followed. Initially user opens browser for data extraction. Figure 4 shows the browser for data extraction. It has two parts first part contains input means normal web page which is available anywhere in World Wide Web and second part is output window which contains the extracted data on the basis of largest area of web page block and hide the remaining part of the web page.
C. Extracted Data Window
The figure 5 shows the execution of the process in this image user enters the URL and asks for data extraction.

D. Data Fetch from Database
Sometimes user wants to visit that data which is already extracted by someone else that data is available in database (MySql). For every execution the extracted data is stored in database in tabular format. Here we use the technique to extract the largest block (area) of the page means to calculating the area of every block of the page. That extracted block has specific height and width with help of this parameter we calculate the area of every block. Following window shows that how user access the data from database. Here user simply clicks on the Fetch Data button and then the list will be opened user needs to select the required site and then click on the OK button. Then the required data is displayed on the output window. Figure 6 shows the interface for the data from database.
E. Database

For every execution the extracted data is stored in the database in the form of tables for future use. Suppose user wants to fetch the data from database which is available in the database then user just click on the fetch existing site button then data automatically fetched from the database as per requirement. The figure 7 shows the sample of database where our data is stored. In our approach we have extracted some deep web page data, extracted web page URL is shown in following table. Table contains ID and URL here ID is allotted for every extracted web document.

F. Result Evaluation

Our main approach is to extract the data from deep web pages and remove all unwanted noise from the web page then find out the result in the form of extracted data and it is to be calculated by using following expressions.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{DRc}}{\text{DRe}}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{DRc}}{\text{DRr}}
\]

Where, DRc is the total number of successfully extracted data records sample web page is subjected to the proposed approach to identify the relevant web data region. Data region having description of some products is extracted by our data extraction method after removing the noises. The filtered data region, DRe is the total number of data records on the page. DRr is the total number of data records extracted.
Table I presents the overall result of the above two system presented in this paper and their performances are compared against the existing systems like ViDE and MDR against the parameters like recall and precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Total No. webpages</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Approach</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>98.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Approach</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
<td>91.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViDE</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
<td>93.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDR</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Conclusion and Future Works
The desired information is embedded in the deep Web pages in the form of data records returned by Web databases when they respond to users’ queries. In this paper, we have given two different approaches for the problem main data extraction from the deep web pages in structured form. The first approach is presenting a non-generic solution and is totally based on the specific website’s webpage template. The second approach is generic and uses minimal number of visual features and hence the efficiency of the system enhances. Also this system is able to mine the data from the multiple data regions because it is mining the data in structured format. There are numbers of ways available where we can improve the performance of the systems and eliminate the constraints that we have considered. There are several issues which yet to be address like in perfect data mapping with local database attributes and web data table attributes. This work eventually may lead to the use of natural language processing and text mining approach at advance level.
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